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Figure 1: Schematic of mode-decomposing convolutional neural network-based autoencoder.

Abstract
Understanding nonlinear manifolds of scientific data extracted via autoencoder is
important to propel practical uses of non-intrusive reduced-order modeling in the
community. We here tackle this matter by visualizing nonlinear autoencoder modes
with the aid of mode-decomposing convolutional neural network autoencoder
(MD-CNN-AE). The MD-CNN-AE has a customization in the decoder part, which
enable us to visualize individual modes extracted through the encoder part. The
present demonstration is performed with a three-dimensional flow around a square
cylinder at ReD = 300, which possesses complex nonlinear vortical phenomena
associated with strong nonlinearities. The results are compared with a conventional
linear model order reduction method, i.e, principal component analysis (PCA). The
reconstructed fields with MD-CNN-AE hold more energetic information than that
with PCA, despite the same number of latent variables. The present results indicate
the strong capability of MD-CNN-AE for efficient low-dimensionalization and
data compression of three-dimensional flow fields in an interpretable manner.
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Introduction

Thus far, intrusive reduced-order modeling (ROM) has gained attentions in science and engineering
community to handle systems with a spatio-temporal high-degree of freedom. It is not exception in
fluid mechanics, and the field has received enormous benefits of intrusive ROM due to complexities
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of fluid flow phenomena. One of the most typical methods is principal component analysis (PCA) [1]
that expresses data with several principal and orthogonal modes and corresponding eigenvalues.
Although PCA provides physically interpretable insights for us, it is also fact that applying to fluid
flow phenomena is still challenging due to the linear operation of PCA. For example, Alfonsi et
al. [2] reported that 7260 PCA modes are needed to reconstruct a turbulent channel flow at friction
Reynolds number Reτ = 180 with 95% energy, which cannot be regarded as interpretable and
handleable numbers. To tackle this issue, non-intrusive ROM supported by data-driven analysis
rather than theoretical approaches has emerged as a powerful tool to incorporate nonlinearities into
its modeling [3]. This type of nonlinear ROM is suitable for complex fluid flows and outperform the
linear PCA [4]. However, one of the issues here is interpretability of results provided by non-intrusive
ROM, which is caused by “black-box" treatment of machine learning. To address this interpretability
in fluid mechanics, Murata et al. [5] has recently proposed mode-decomposing convolutional neural
network-based autoencoder (MD-CNN-AE) to visualize nonlinear modes corresponding to each latent
variable and applied to a two-dimensional cylinder flow. But since the investigations were limited
to two-dimensional unsteady laminar flows, we here examine the applicability of MD-CNN-AE
considering a three-dimensional flow around a square cylinder while comparing to PCA.
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2.1

Modal order reduction techniques
Mode-decomposing convolutional neural network-based autoencoder (MD-CNN-AE)

Let us first introduce the schematic of the present MD-CNN-AE in figure 1. A flow field q is
decomposed into a mean q and fluctuation field q 0 . In this study, the fluctuation field is then lowdimensionalized into latent variables r using a encoder part Fenc . Each decoder Fdec,i corresponding
e is finally
to each latent variable ri then recovers a decomposed field di . The reconstructed field q
obtained by adding the decomposed fields and the mean field. These operations can be summarized
as
nr
nr
X
X
e=q+
di = q +
Fdec,i (ri ),
(1)
r = Fenc (q 0 ), q
i=1

i=1

where the number of latent variables nr can be changed. As illustrated in figure 1, we set nr = 2
following the previous study by Murata et al. [5]. Note that the computational cost of MD-CNN-AE is
proportional to the number of latent variables since each latent variable requires an individual decoder.
The weight optimization of the present MD-CNN-AE is performed
a loss function that is
Pminimizing
nr
defined between a solution of fluctuation q 0 and a decoded field i=1
di such that
w = argminw ||q 0 −

nr
X

di ||2 ,

(2)

i=1

Figure 2: Comparison of the reference DNS flow fields and the reconstructed fields by MD-CNN-AE
and two PCA modes. Values underneath the velocity contours represent the L2 error norm.
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where w denotes weights of MD-CNN-AE. We use the L2 error norm to determine the cost function
and Adam optimizer [6] for the present training. The hyperbolic tangent function is used as an
activation function, which is also the same setting as Murata et al. [5].
2.2

Principal component analysis (PCA)

In this study, the comparison between MD-CNN-AE and PCA is also performed. With PCA, the
ePCA is expressed as
reconstructed flow field q
nr
X
ePCA = q +
ai φi ,
(3)
q
i=1

where ai denotes temporal PCA coefficients and φi represents Fourier modes that are orthogonal
with each other among modes. Note that MD-CNN-AE with linear activation function and the L2
error-based optimization is equivalent to PCA [5].
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Application to three-dimensional flow around a square cylinder

The present MD-CNN-AE is applied to a three-dimensional square cylinder wake simulated by
direct numerical simulation (DNS). The Reynolds number ReD is set to 300 and the velocity fields
q = {u, v, w} are used as quantities of interest. The size of the domain and the number of grid points
are (Lx , Ly , Lz ) = (12.8D, 4D, 4D) and (Nx , Ny , Nz ) = (256, 128, 160), where D represents the
side length of the square cylinder. We use 3000 snapshots as training data and another 3000 snapshots
for evaluation. The present training and evaluation are performed under the NVIDIA Tesla V100
graphical processing units.
We first examine the capability to reconstruct the flow fields of MD-CNN-AE. The reconstructed
fields at z/D = 2.0 are presented in figure 2 comparing with the reference DNS fields and the

Figure 3: PCA modes of the reconstructed fields with MD-CNN-AE and the reference DNS fields.
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Figure 4: The reconstructed PCA modes of the DNS fields by the PCA modes of the reconstructed
fields by MD-CNN-AE. Values underneath the reconstructed fields represent the L2 error norm.

fields reconstructed by two PCA modes. The values underneath the reconstructed fields represent
e||2 /||q 0 ||2 . As shown, the velocities u and v are well
the L2 error norm  defined as  = ||q − q
reconstructed with both MD-CNN-AE and PCA, although the reconstruction for the w component
becomes difficult due to complex configurations. In particular, we find that MD-CNN-AE can capture
finer-scale structure of velocities, that cannot be achieved with PCA, by seeing the zoomed-in portions
of figure 2.
Let us then perform PCA for the reconstructed fields with MD-CNN-AE. This investigation tells us
whether multiple orthogonal modes are included in the recovered fields via MD-CNN-AE or not [5].
Hereafter, we focus on the behaviors on the u and v components following the observation in figure 2.
The isosurface contours of the u and v components of the PCA modes of the reconstructed fields with
MD-CNN-AE are presented with PCA mode of the reference DNS fields in figure 3. Noteworthy
here is that the MD-CNN-AE fields contain several orthogonal bases that akin to the PCA modes 1, 2,
3, and 4 of the DNS fields in its modes 1, 2, 3, and 5. This implies that the present MD-CNN-AE can
capture more than two orthogonal modes despite that the number of latent space is set to two, that
represents the better compression capability of the MD-CNN-AE.
To quantitatively evaluate this point, we express the PCA modes of
Pthe DNS fields using a linear
combination of the PCA modes of the MD-CNN-AE fields as φi = j αj ϕj , where φi is the target
ith PCA modes of the DNS fields, ϕj represents jth PCA modes of the reconstructed MD-CNN-AE
fields, and αj denotes the coefficient of jth modes of MD-CNN-AE fields. The coefficient α can be
obtained by linear regression, i.e., α = argminα ||φ − ϕα||2 . The results of the reconstruction are
summarized in figure 4. The u and v components of PCA modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the DNS fields are
well reconstructed with the PCA modes of the MD-CNN-AE fields. This indicate that the MD-CNNAE reconstructed fields indeed contain the PCA modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the DNS fields thanks to the
nonlinear activation function inside the model. Summarizing above, the present analyses with MDCNN-AE enable us to clearly identify the strength of nonlinear functional low-dimensionalization in
an understandable manner.
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Conclusions

We applied mode-decomposing convolutional neural network-based autoencoder (MD-CNN-AE)
to a three-dimensional flow field around a square cylinder at ReD = 300. The flow fields were
successfully low-dimensionalized to two latent variables and the reconstruction by MD-CNN-AE
outperformed that by two PCA modes. Furthermore, the reconstructed fields by MD-CNN-AE
were analysed by applying PCA to examine whether the fields contain multiple orthogonal PCA
modes or not. We found that the PCA modes 1 to 4 of the reference DNS fields can be included in
the reconstructed fields despite that the number of the AE latent variables is set to 2. This results
4

indicate that the present MD-CNN-AE can low-dimensionalize the flow fields more efficiently than
the conventional linear theory-based reduced-order modeling.
In addition to the demonstrated strengths of MD-CNN-AE that can acquire an individual mode
corresponding to each latent variable, it is also possible to monitor time-varying MD-CNN-AE mode
fields d(t). This capability is extremely useful for investigations into controlled systems because we
are able to observe how individual MD-CNN-AE modes respond depending on control effects. The
present MD-CNN-AE can also be applied to high Reynolds number flows and turbulence, although
more number of modes may be required for qualitative reconstruction than for the present case [4].
For such situations, the optimization of hyper parameters should be helpful since the number of
branches at the decoder part increases with the number of latent modes [7].
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